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Overview
• War Gaming in DCO-X
• Video Games?
• Evergreen Links (Arctic Scenario Factors & Events)
• Future Efforts
• Questions & Dialogue

War Gaming in DCO-X
• December 8th, 2015 memorandum to the
military
• War Gaming Symposium: October 17, 2016
• Align game scenarios to analytic
process and budget
• Can be applied whenever entities
interact for competing interests

Video Games?

*All video game screen shots were used from Naval War: Arctic Circle

Collaboration With Norway
Objectives
1. Dialogue about the experienced-based learning employed by the Norwegian Naval Academy
2. Discuss and present Evergreen’s current Arctic project and its applicability to the Norwegian Naval
Academy
3. Learn about the software-based war game exercises currently underway; specifically using the Arctic
Circle: Naval War software application
4. Discuss a potential MOU between interested parties
5. Observe the Naval War Game exercise
6. Present an Evergreen workshop to the Naval Academy Cadets

Benefits
1. Cultivate a long-term relationship between DCO-X, Innovation Norway, and the Coast Guard Innovation
program
2. Partner with a NATO Arctic ally to develop the concept of war gaming as it applies to scenario-based
planning futures work
3. Begin a relationship between the Coast Guard Academy and the Norwegian Naval Academy; foster a
mutually beneficial educational relationship
4. Connect CASP and another Arctic nation to begin collaboration
5. Understand the potential of the software to model DHS missions writ large
6. Long-term recruitment for both Coast Guard and DHS
7. Leverage the Arctic Council “Arctic Ambassador” program

Arctic Scenarios & Events

Scenario Factors
Factor

Future State A

Future State B

Future State C

Geopolitics and
International
Security

Stable governance and cooperation
punctuated with occasional tensions

Increasing tensions, NATO asserts presence
in Arctic

Domestic Safety
and Security

Stable local cooperation and partnerships

Increasing local community instability and
criminal activity

Economic

Modest increase in activity

“Boom” across the Arctic

Social

Small increase in seasonal workforce

Mass migration to support industry

Mass migration due to security conditions elsewhere

Infrastructure Fixed

Limited infrastructure investment, planning
efforts still underway

Private and government investment in
infrastructure to support industry

Rapid increase in DoD infrastructure investment

Infrastructure Non-Fixed

No new assets are procured

Arctic assets become a priority for
government investment

Physical
Environment

Modest warming, impacts differ across the
Arctic

Rapid climate change

Policy and
Regulatory
Environment

Low tolerance for environmental impact,
uncertainty in other areas

Environmental regulations loosened, legal
immigration prioritized

Technology

Technology progresses with no dramatic
advances

Unexpected dramatic advance in hydrocarbon
extraction

No change from today

Scenario Events
Event

Description
In September, an explosion occurs on an oil rig, about 50 nautical miles north of Prudhoe Bay in the Beaufort Sea. The rig is a joint venture
“Deepwater
between U.S. and Canadian based energy companies. The cause is not immediately known, but is believed to be related to complications with a
Horizon” North
seal in the well due to concerns about pressure buildup reported by personnel just prior to the explosion. There are over 100 people on the rig,
which is now on fire.
Transnational criminal organizations (TCOs) increasingly smuggle drugs, and conduct human trafficking, via the Arctic into North America.
Smugglers Paradise Elevated economic activity in the region and insufficient law enforcement presence enables TCOs to use cargo and fishing vessels for trafficking,
but there are also indications that TCOs are using state-flagged ships (with and without the knowledge of the state) for trafficking.
The establishment of a privately-owned deepwater port at Nome encourages additional mining and other shipping activities. The port serves as a
Build It and They regional hub for seafood harvesters and processers and accommodates increased vessel activity in the Bering Strait, which has doubled over the
Will Come
last decade. The port also supports national security and life safety interests enabling responsible organizations to respond to increasing foreign
presence and increasing economic activity in the Arctic, including tourism.
A U.S. oil tanker headed south through the Bering Strait near Kotzebue Sound unexpectedly collides with a bulk carrier at the end of the ice free
Bump
season. The U.S. tanker begins to leak crude oil into the Chukchi Sea and because of the direction of the ocean currents the oil is expected to
impact both U.S. and Russian territory if the spill is not contained within 24-48 hours. The bulk carrier is disabled.
Local communities around Utiagvik report hearing a series of explosions coming from the ocean. There is a cruise ship offshore in the Chukchi Sea
headed towards the Northwest Passage. It is late August. The ship issues a distress signal about 15 nautical miles from the coast, just west of
Cold Terror
Utiagvik. The cruise ship is carrying approximately 1,000 passengers. Information is severely lacking, including about casualties, whether the ship's
captain and crew are alive, and if the vessel is disabled.
A large group of hikers exploring the western edge of Ivvavik National Park in northern Yukon Territory, Canada flee from a forest fire into the
Arctic National Wildlife Refuge in Alaska. It is mid-July. The cause of the fire is unknown. The Canadian Interagency Forest Fire Centre (CIFFC)
Invisible Lines
reports the fire is somewhat contained but a cold front followed by a high pressure system is expected to cause high winds in the area. These
winds may result in the fire spreading into U.S. territory.
Kotzebue, Nome, and Dillingham areas all lose electric power within a few hours of each other. It is the middle of winter. Each city has recently
Cyber Lights Out
modernized and expanded their electrical grid infrastructure to enable increased use of renewable energy sources (primarily geothermal and
wind) and remote power usage monitoring.
Additional Events…

The Big Spill, Icy Standoff, Ice Contact, Piracy in the Far North, Over the Top, Small Boats Big Problems, Storm Front, Chaotic Evacuation, Lurking
Menace, Change of Course, Fish Fight, Ecological Invasion, Oil Oil Everywhere (a total of 20 unique events)

Future Efforts

Public Sector Foresight Network
• As you may know, there will not be a World Future Society
conference in 2017
• Traditionally, this conference medium was used to bring the
FFCOI and the PFSN together
• Is there interest from the FFCOI in coordinating with the PSFN
in October to hold a joint meeting?
• If so – I will work on coordination with Clem Bezold and Nancy
Donovan

U.S. Government Strategic Foresight Survey
• FFCoI, in partnership with the University of Houston,
is sponsoring a survey of federal government futurists
• The purpose of this survey is to better understand the
practice of strategic foresight in the U.S. Government
• Both public-sector employees and private-sector
consultants are welcome to participate
• Results will be kept strictly confidential

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/CYN6RWY

Questions & Dialogue

